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Next Run No:            1907                                                      
Date:     13th February 2017 
Start:     Plymbridge (Wrigley’s side) 
On Down:     Lopes Arms, Roborough  
Hares:   Raunchy 
Scribe:    It could be you! 
 
Hash 1905:  Too Whit, Too Woo, Too Whit, Too Where, Too Hare, Too Which Church?  

 
On a night like a pea soup, or as it’s known in PL19, puree de petit pois or a gloop of 
guacamole, the sensible, sick and senile sat in the cosy nooks of the Whitchurch Inn.  As 
one of the former I assembled the hash mag; the need for on the ground reporting of 
course being optional in the post truth era of ‘alternative facts’ and ‘fake news’.  So we 
have a news quiz… True or False (imagine the theme tune)  
 

1. The Whitchurch Inn has buried its wood burner under a wood pile. True /False 

2. Windy used a menu and clipboard as a firelighter in the ‘Who’d ‘ve Thought It’…. 
indeed who’d ‘ve thought it. True /False 

3. Lost: Sturmer’s shoe! True /False 
4. Lost was not lost. True /False 
5. Lost: Plympton Tarts! True /False/Debatable  
6. Clever Dickie toured The Gambia leaving a revolution in her wake True /False 
7. Wet hare Cabin Boy wore a shower cap to the pub True /False 
8. Raunchy, Jaura and Lake had a hash hand hold so not to get Lost. True /False 
9. Search and Rescue guru with honed powers of observation Sturmer ‘Where’s your 

husband Underlay?’ ‘Stood next to you’ she replied. True /False 
10. Pony is now a member of Dartmoor Rescue and can say ‘Roger’ on the radio 

without giggling.  True /False/Debatable  
11. Sister Sludge can tell which way is North West by spinning round a room and can 

set a hash on the moor in the fog without getting lost True/False 
12. Sister Sludge will lie on the moors lost next week in the rain. If Dartmoor Rescue 

want her they will find her. True /False 
13. Pimp was not on the Pimple True /False 
14. Fergie was at the front True/False 
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15. Embarrista got Gold Fingers for her birthday. True/False 
16. Ginger Rogers got a snap of elastic on his chin for his birthday. True/False  
17. Nipple Deep was really the Scribe True/False (thanks for swapping buddy) 
18. The scribe’s notes contain a long list of walls: Falls Rd, Berlin, Hadrian’s, Great, 

Eton, Pink Floyd. True/False/ask Dogctcher & Hurricane & Posh Pinny.    
 
 

Well truth is stranger than fiction.  All allegedly true, except 5 and 10 which are debatable.  
 

So all souls safely returned to the pub with dry feet and trim 6 packs discussing 
stupendous views of the night skies and an impromptu astronomy lesson from Tweedle 
Dum who has an app for that sort of thing.  

 
Biff also has an app called Google Translate, another called wardrobe translate and uses 
them to keep up with the times.  She transformed and translated herself from Burns Night 
last week to Chinese New Year this week.   

 
19. Did you know it’s the year of the cock? True/False/Who give a cluck!  

 
Unlike this hack our GM does her research and had transformed herself into a Milliner with 
Biff written in Chinese on her hat. It looked a bit like an anchor.  She twirled and whirled in 
her Chinese kimono (or are they Japanese? being accurate about these things is so out 
dated), anyway, she looked proper job the part and her accent was proper job Chinese. I 
know cos I’ve been to a takeaway or two in my time. When she has finished being GM, IT 
and PMT and worked her way through the alphabet I believe she has a future in amateur 
dramatics or writing Chinese proverbs for crackers and fortune cookies.  
 
Panic over: Chopper aka superhero saves the day, is setting the hash on 27th Feb  
New crisis: We need Hares for 20th March. Mad March hares please tell committee. 
There is a Do on 11th March not to be confused with Do Do but Mayhem .  
 

20 .  
 
As seen in an Austrian airport True/False? 
On On Psycho. Thank you for a great hash   
 


